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Field Work Sites In Literary
In this 2007 book, Kate Chedgzoy explores the ways in which women writers of the early modern British Atlantic world imagined, visited, created and haunted textual sites of memory. Asking how women's ...

Memory, Place and History, 1550–1700
At 38, she hasn’t given up on her dreams, but her goals have shifted again. The pandemic led Jones to set the Tokyo Games aside and focus on training for next year’s winter Olympics in Beijing.

Olympian Lolo Jones examines life’s hurdles in new book
We talked to Filipino komiks creators about building their careers — from ashcans being sold in local conventions to developing worlds that fans have become invested in.

Creators’ roundtable: How to make it in komiks
As a result, our program has regularly produced students with original voices and unique ways of conceptualising the field. This has ... those students and faculty who work on various aspects of ...

Medieval and Early Modern Literature
Awarding masters and doctoral degrees would give the graduates greater opportunities to work in diverse fields related to literature. The first overseas publication of translated Korean literature ...

Giving Korean work a place in global literature
But the pandemic shut down travel, and fieldwork can’t be done via Zoom, depriving young scientists like Lele of the data and publications they need to climb the academic ladder and help advance ...

How COVID-19 has transformed scientific fieldwork
Nature-based solutions (NBS) provide a promising means to a climate resilient future. To guide investments in NBS, stated preference studies have become a common tool to evaluate the benefits of NBS ...

Estimating Benefits of Nature-based Solutions: Diverging Values From Choice Experiments With Time or Money Payments
Coffee and tea ushered in a shift in the mental weather, sharpening minds that had been fogged by alcohol, freeing people from the natural rhythms of the body and the sun, thus making possible new ...

How coffee fueled literature, the French Revolution and Union Army victory
Beginning with Leslie Fiedler’s groundbreaking Love and Death in the American Novel, UB’s English Department has had a long history of innovative work ... and literature in its political contexts. In ...

Early and 19th-Century American Literature
Maya Wiley owes 28 individuals and companies a combined $999,664.51, including over $500,000 to GPS Impact, a political communications company.

Maya Wiley’s $1 million campaign debt puts black-owned biz in jeopardy
20-61) The first volume of Laure Conan’s collected works contains a remarkable painting, an impressionist landscape done by the author, the only surviving work by her except ... begin to invade the ...

Writing in the Father's House: The Emergence of the Feminine in the Quebec Literary Tradition
TurboNews as an independent publication standing behind PEN America’s sister Organization PEN Belarus. The Belarusian Justice Ministry has moved to shut down PEN America’s sister organization PEN ...

eTurboNews stands behind Freedom of Press and PEN Belarus
Not strange in form or style — the style is muted, the characters are aggressively normal, and the plots are tame — but in that a strange, subtle darkness is at work in Stifter’s tales.

The greatest landscape painter in literature
World literature is often understood as a category within a wider field of literature rooted in ... Bengal and Turkey. His work has been translated into 13 languages. He has lived and worked ...

Book by Georgetown scholar offers a look at global literature beyond West
The mixing of literary and domestic genres ... already contributed years of extraordinary work to Irish women’s poetry, and new scholars in the field who were building on that work.

Irish women’s poetry: making and remaking history
Typically, college literature ... fields are really segregated by time period and even by ethnicity. So, one of the aims of this book is to bring authors from different time periods, ethnicities, ...

Take 5: Caroline Chamberlin Hellman speaks about Melville's influence on Ta-Nehisi Coates
Classes will take place monthly until December 8. The group will be led by author Lynn Buckle and the sessions will be free to all those who wish to attend. Info at writerscentre.ie ...

Keane on books: Climate change writing workshops and A-list authors at West Cork Literary Festival
Due to the ravages of time, this space has been damaged and encroached multiple times throughout history, making the preservation work particularly ... the Temple of Literature site.

Hanoi to restore lake in Temple of Literature complex
Area residents in art and literary fields judge the contests. Winners from three age groups in the visual and literary categories receive trophies. All those who submit work are entered into a ...
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